Abstract. Holographic aspects of 2D Fresnel type memory patterns with 3D couplings and mutual diffractions are considered. Encoding topological charges and spin, the nonlinear interaction potentials are assigned to a shared holographic memory phase space with limited information storage density. Neutral intermediate structures arise in the overlap region. The neutralizing process is regarded as a generator of anti-charge around the topological monopole singularity and maps Coulomb/Kepler to oscillator potentials. The overlap pattern projects a quasiparticle into the orthogonal holographic extra dimension while providing for a massless and stereographic coupling (Gudermannian function). Basic interactions are: local strong between overlapping topological charges, weak by neutral intermediate quasiparticle overlap patterns, topological charge stereographic long-range interaction in 2D, and a weak long-range higher-dimensional interaction. It is conjectured that the mediating neutral patterns responsible for interaction and energy shifts behave like neutrons, neutrinos, photons, and quasiparticles in 2D crystals (graphene). A cluster of Z=4 partially overlapping topological charge memory patterns could explain the exceptional stability of Beryllium with 5 neutrons. Forcing special phase conditions this principle could act as a prototype for holographic energy releases/drives.
INTRODUCTION
Holography has become part of the most fundamental field theories. The notion of holography is probably not necessary to describe basic interactions, but it surely can serve very effectively as a meta description level regarding mappings and transformations between different-dimensional spaces. Holography can effectively encode basic features of elemental particles like spin and rotated rotations (precession) and also topological charges into the real part of a diffraction wave function with inbuilt wave-particle duality depending on the projection. A hologram can be thought as a coherent superposition of many point holograms or point diffractions, which are in our case the well known Fresnel zone patterns in the memory plane, see Figures 1 and 2. Fresnel type holographic patterns (FZ) are very basic holographic memory patterns having a Gaussian chirp function. In computer simulations the FZ are wavelets (Liebling, 2003) , where the extra topological twist of Fresnel Spiral zones (FZS) has the typical twist angle proportional to the square of the radius encoding topological phase singularities (Heckenberg et al, 1992) , see Figure  1 , for a mathematical treatment of FZ and FZS, see Appendix A and B. We find the surprising effect of neutral patterns emerging in the overlapping region of FZS mediating interactions in-between mobile FZ and FZS structures, obviously a natural consequence of sharing holographic information in a common storage space with limited information density. The mutual overlapping effect of topological charges induces local neutral structures, see Appendix B. The most likely topological charge configurations and small cluster structures from interactions are given by global phase relation of holographic patterns, see Figure 2 . The holographic interaction signal energy can be approached by the sum or integral over the squared holographic signal real part, see Figure 3 . In our considerations we identify some basic types of holographic interactions: local strong between topological charges, weak by neutral intermediate overlap patterns (nuclear and crystal), (Coulomb/Maxwell) interaction between topological charges in 2D, and other long-range bulk interactions (Gravitation) in higher dimensions.
In particle physics holography higher-dimensional geometric field structures are mapped (e.g. by conformal operations and phase interference) onto lower-dimensional representations and vice versa having the same information-entropy, in other words, all of the information contained in a volume of space is encoded on the curved boundary of that region. This conjecture was proposed by 't Hooft (Stephens et al., 1994) , improved and promoted by Susskind (1995) , and later theoretically supported by the AdS/CFT correspondence (Malcadena, 1998 , Witten, 1998 showing dualities between theories with gravity and theories without gravity, a kind of qualitative correspondence between a gauge theory and gravity. Geometrically, we consider the geodesic flow on curved surfaces and the holographic projections (real part) onto the lower-dimensional Poincaré disc. Regarding interacting and spinning structures the local spin and charge property are encoded in the topological pattern with phase singularities that are magnetic monopoles, see Figure 1 . The location of the disc carrying the memory pattern as a probability pattern generating possible future image patterns could be assigned to a boundary space that can be by inversion the energy or inverse time coordinate in the hyperbolic case (Binder 2009a (Binder , 2009b (Binder , 2010 , which has a causal background from chaotic spin precession coupling. Consider a plane monochromatic wave spreading in the holographic depth coordinate. If this plane wave interferes with the spherical wave diffracted by point diffraction according to the Huygens principle, we get the FZ and FZS in the holographic memory plane (Goodman, 2005) .
LOCAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN OVERLAPPING HOLOGRAPHIC MEMORIES
The overlap of holographic (interference) patterns of FZS topological charges (local twists and phase singularities) shows a second level interference, where the emerging geometric phase patterns (memory clusters) show a characteristic correlation or interaction typical for quasiparticles. Overlapping holographic topological charges (spiral twists) with neutral structure merging in the overlap region showing a Z = 4 Beryllium model (gradient of scattering function) are shown in Figure 2 . The diffraction of the memory pattern (acting as a Fresnel lense) recurrently generates the image pattern of the topological charges with an additional neutral particle located between the topological charges, see Figures 2 and 4. These patterns resemble very much lightweight nuclear structures responsible for a strong local correlation and attractive interaction. The local interference patterns of these topological patterns arising and mediating in the overlap region between charged or twisted FZS can be assigned to neutral solitons and virtual patterns. The missing topological charge and spiral structure of the induced neutral FZ in the overlap region can mathematically be assigned to a transform of the Kepler-Coulomb potential in the helical distance to an oscillator potential Pogosyan, 2000, 2002) neutral resonance patterns located between charged patterns emerging from a primary interference given by the overlap. Additional neutral patterns or modes can emerge from a secondary interference between neutral/neutral and neutral/charged patterns, the mechanism is shown in the Appendix B Figure 6 , for Z = 6 see Figure 4 . These neutral FZ patterns carry rather small signal energies and could be assigned to neutrinos. Looking at the phase difference in the FZ/FZS between 4-Be-8 (0%, totally unstable) and 4-Be-9 (100%, extremely stable), see Figure 2 and 3, there are characteristic spiral orientations of the charged patterns connected to the neutral fringe patterns emerging in the overlap region. It seems that a stable configuration requires that all neutral patterns connecting charged patterns are in phase supporting ring cluster geometry. This principle is mostly evident for Beryllium having only one stable configuration but also present in other clusters shown below. The 4-Be-9 cluster has a considerable radial energy dependence (potential, see Figure 3 ) showing oscillations decreasing with radial distance. With the charged and not the neutral patterns in phase in 4-Be-8, the coherent overlap neutral pattern in the center -responsible for the energy decrease and 90° rotational symmetry -is missing. The center neutron pattern is likely for Z = 3, 4, 5, 6, at higher Z > 9 the hole in the mid is too big to prefer a center mode. The same effect can be found with 5-B-10 (19.9%) and 5-B-11 (80.1%), where the effect becomes weaker with increasing ring diameter since the overlap region in the center has decreased, see Figures 4 and 5. Adding more charges the overlap region at the center becomes too small to prefer an extra neutral pattern in the center, see Figures  2, 4 , and 5. This can be seen at 6-C-12 (98.9%) and 6-C-13 (1.1%) or 7-N-14 (99.6%) and 7-N-15 (0.4%). From our simulations we get energy decreases due to the overlap effect in the range of about 1% -8% of the mean energy per charged nucleon. In the 4-Be-9 simulations shown in Figures 2 and 3 the proton distance was d 0 . Including Coulomb repulsion effects the relative decrease should be around 1.5% (15 MeV for a 1 GeV proton), which can be realized in our model. It should be noted that the energy decrease also depends on the ratio holographic depth x 0 in the extra dimension to the scattering particle diameter and wave length scale, which is proportional to the monopole charge M and in our simulations in the range 2 -5, see Figure 6 , but could be higher (M = 137 could be a natural candidate). 
SUMMARY
Regarding "The world as a hologram" (Susskind, 1995) encoded by maximum entropy Fresnel patterns, the lowerdimensional memory wavelet patterns sharing a common holographic memory show overlap anholonomy effects producing (quasi-) particles mediating extra spin currents, semi-classically know as precession. The existence can be supported by signal energy and symmetry considerations. The local nature of the overlap effect can provide for very strong interactions at a short range depending on the size of the pattern. Assuming a ring configuration for small Z memory clusters, a Z-gonal phase symmetry provides for a neutral pattern phase synchronicity supporting a neutral pattern at the center reducing the total signal energy. Our considerations suggest that these neutral patterns are neutrons, neutrinos, and photons from the overlap between charged and neutral patterns. The general mathematical treatment of holographic Fresnel zones (see appendices) also supports massless 1/s long-range interactions that can be mapped by the Coulomb/Kepler-Oscillator duality to the neutral carriers of interaction. The special Beryllium holographic configuration, where Z = 4 topological patterns (proton charges) partially overlap, provides for strong evidence that the stability of holographic memory patterns (due to the pattern overlap interaction energy) depend on phase relationships given by phase symmetries. Here the 4-gonal phase symmetry supports 5 neutral patterns.
CONCLUSIONS
Fresnel holographic memory patterns carrying topological charges (FZS phase singularities) can represent the holographic encoding of quantum spin and energy-momentum relation. If these entities share a common holographic memory, mutual holographic overlap and entanglement could be a proper concept to cover a broad spectrum of physics interactions:
1. local holographic memory overlap effects between proton topological charges (strong) 2. local neutral soliton/quasiparticle geometric phase patterns (neutrons, neutrinos, photons) emerging locally from holographic memory overlap effects (weak) 3. conformal long-range holographic coupling effects with charge conservation (Coulomb, Maxwell) 4. higher-dimensional holographic interactions of the cosmic bulk (4D Gravitation; Binder, 2007 Binder, , 2008a 5. Solid state quasiparticle interaction (prototype: graphene 2D crystal, Geim and Novoselov, 2007) The 3D ( 0 1 2 , , x x x ) holographic coupling maps the 1D massless topological Coulomb/Kepler interaction in the holographic depth dimension ( 0 x ) to the oscillator potential in the ( 1 2 , x x ) 2D holographic memory plane with energy-momentum dispersion (12), and (6). Generally, we can expect the massless holographic coupling effect also on the solid state scale with a conformal Gudermannian function, e.g. in 2D n-gonal monolayer/crystals coupling to 3D excitations (by photons) in a holographic sense via quasiparticles from geometric phases, see Appendix B. The effect could be manifest in the 2D hexagonal crystal graphene ( Figure 5 ) (Geim and Novoselov, 2007) revealing 137 α . According to 4-Be-9 with center neutron we expect a strong massless holographic effect also in a 2D tetragonal crystal with coupling quasiparticle located in the center. The overlap of monopole charges manifest as geometric phase pattern or wave function corresponds in the classical picture to a linear spin-precession coupling producing anholonomy and curvature patterns. The persistent flow of holographic information could support a stable recurrent situation between memories interacting with its images in the following nonlinear cyclic sense: background radiation point diffractors generate holographic memories writing lower-dimensional information on the boundaries and virtual screens recurrently focusing background radiation onto point diffractors and so on... 
the energy-momentum dispersion relation with energy 2 σ from equation (5) and Fourier space momentum 2 τ from (3). The 2D Fresnel Transform with parameter
A key property is
and allows to extend the 1D results to 2D and N-dimensional Euclidean space by using separable basis functions. In 2D the diffraction of a wave 
θ − is the extra rotation from a geometric phase shift around the 0
x -axis well known as Berry-Hannay Phase (Berry, 1984) . The notation follows Binder (2010 Binder ( , 2011 . Applying this projection to the kernel exponent in equation (9), the Fresnel diffraction at a point obstacle of a plane wave with helical rotation 0 ϕ travelling in 0 x -direction generates by Huygens principle a spherical wave interfering with the plane wave producing a spiral pattern FZS. M as a screw parameter counts the topological charge, in the projection onto the Poincaré disc we get M spiral arms, see Figure 1 . 
